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Abstract

One of the major challenging issues in cloud is to provide security in a cloud server from various unexpected attempts. Cloud computing has given a freedom for normal user for using of cloud services with low cost or free of cost charges through third party server. Therefore cloud computing has a good chance of becoming a most widely used technology. There will be many challenges to face the cloud to be useful for the normal user or third party business team for trusting of vital information from a cloud server. These challenges become tie into developing trusted security measures in the cloud. One of developing an important aspect of security obstacles is how to well defend against either a Denial-of-Service (DOS) or Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDOS) attacks from a cloud server or virtual cloud server. Existing DOS attacks are serious and nothing new; but many strategies have been proposed and for the purpose of testing against with DOS attacks on any public or private networks. We observed that none are able to completely prevent DOS attacks. Due to this reason, we search for an effective solution to keep data available users who need it. Hence, the main contribution of the work is to propose a methodology in this paper and it has the capability of providing a quality of security services in case of said Denial-of-Service attacks.
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1.Introduction

Cloud computing [1] has been provide services provisioning (SaaS) infrastructure, (PaaS) infrastructure with less maintenance cost and data. Cloud computing has basically provide three layers for their services i.e system layer, the platform layer and application layer. For the three layers, cloud computing offers three service s namely Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) models. PaaS model facilitates to users by providing platforms on which applications can be designed, developed and run. IaaS delivers infrastructure services to users by maintaining large infrastructures like hosting servers in various remote places, managing networks remotely and other resources for clients. SaaS has makes user as a free of installation and running software services on their own machines. Many leading cloud service providers such as Salesforce.com, Google and Amazon web services extend their services for storage, application and computation on pay as rental basis instead of purchase. Cloud computing has been supports distributed service paradigm on multi-domain and multi-users administrative infrastructure; therefore, it is more prone to security threats and attacks. Currently the most emerging problem solving issues in organizations is that cloud security. Despite of its distributed nature, cloud environment has capable of solving high intrusion prospects and also suspect of security infringements. In large organizations we place the required important data into the cloud with limited free of storage service for cloud provider, if it is require for large storage and we can also use large storage on rent bases. But control of the data by various providers is also becomes challenging issue in either DOS or in DDOS for providing of challenges of security like data integrity, confidentiality and availability.

In cloud computing, the different types of clouds (private, public, and hybrid) are designed depends on organization need. Virtualization is another emerging concept in cloud computing for the purpose of resolving concerned cloud issues such as fault tolerance, security issues, and scalability. Both cloud and grid computing are the most important in various vulnerable targets for intruder’s attacks in distributed environment. For such kind of environments, the technique of Intrusion Detection System (IDS) [4] can be used to enhance the security measures by reading a systematic examination of logs, and theirs configurations in network traffic.

Cloud data, cloud applications and their services non-availability can be imposed through Denial of Service (DOS) or Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attacks and both cloud service provider and users become incapable to provide or receive cloud services from remote servers [3]. Therefore, for such type of attacks Intrusion Detection System (IDS) can be considered as a strong defensive mechanism.
Due to the above said reasons, we concentrated for how to avoid Denial of Service (DOS) attacks in the proposed approach. For making of supervision, an entity is integrated into a cloud server for monitoring of ratio for available bandwidth is being used by user. For finding of maximum available bandwidth of the server, we focus another entity DOSBAD (Denial-of-Service-Bandwidth-Allowance-Device) that will periodically send a series of packets within the cloud (router-to-router). First, we send two large packets to create a queue at the switch between the routers, and then secondly, we send two small packets. The total time to transfer these packets will be calculated as the time at which packet 1 is sent subtracted from the time at which packet 2 is received. Based on the time for the receiver to receive the packets, DOSBAD has been calculating the bandwidth available between two routers. It will also monitor for how much of bandwidth is used at each router.

A Denial of Service (DoS) attack is nothing but any attack that overwhelms a website [10,11, and 12], the content will be normally provided by website to be no longer available to regular visitors. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are purely traffic content based attacks that are originating from large number technical sources which are usually compromised workstations.

Total incoming packets along with the amount of acknowledgement packets that are sent back out are measured. Basically the number of packets received should match the number of acknowledgement packets and this is indicating that the router is not overwhelmed with the number of incoming packets.

Effective of Denial of Service attacks are depends on current used resources, so we have to estimate that how much resources are committed before an attack. We think that all the resources involved including (but not limited to) hardware and software application limitations, network and bandwidth limits. When bandwidth limit may be close to being reached, then it indicates that either there is an abnormal thing in an activity across the network (i.e. a flash crowd), or there will be possible for any malicious activity is being attempted. At this point, DOSBAD may return addresses on incoming packets at the overwhelmed points and then it send out a ping to those addresses. Suppose DOSBAD does not receive a proper response that may indicate an attack of DOS. Finally, DOSBAD send signals to the corresponding router for dropping of incoming packets from that respective address. Another beneficial feature of cloud manager may use DOSBAD with automatic change of address for the attacked router. With this change of effect, the attacker tries again from a different attacking address, but he is unable to find that router again.

DOSBAD maintains and keeps all addresses of senders for incoming packets within specified time interval. DOSBAD observes that which address have the most incoming packets and we can store the signature of incoming packets. Distributed denial of service attacks are originating actually from a number of computers usually called as workstations. These workstations are known as ‘zombies’, across a widely distributed attack network which is called as a ‘botnet’. This is shown in Fig. 1. Many of modern Denial of Service attacks are Distributed Denial of Service attacks, but it is certainly not true for all denials of service which is experienced by websites. Suppose the users are experiencing difficulty in getting to the website content, it should not be assumed that the site is under a DDoS attack. Hence, it is required for paramount to do proper analysis of attack traffic when a site becomes unable to perform its normal function. All signatures of various packets that are coming from zombies in a DOS attack can be used to detect that a whether the DOS attack is occurring or not.

Some important strategies such as the various types of site mirroring are implemented as the required operating procedure whether the site is under attack or not.

This discussion of the paper is described as follows: Section II provides related work along with literature survey. Section III describes the diagrammatic view of DOSBAD and DOSBAD structural concept. Section IV describes the proposed approach of security in cloud computing.

2. Related Work

The clouds have been sees no borders in an internet because it is global in scope but respect only established
communication paths. People can also access from everywhere for different expected services. Globalization of any computing assets may be the main contribution so that the cloud has made to update. With reference of this reason, the cloud is the criteria of many combinational complex geopolitical issues. Every cloud vendor has to satisfy deliver cloud services to a global market[6]. For example, there will be full-blown applications, support customer services, filtering services and storage services, etc. IT practitioners have also learned to contend with different cloud-based technology services out of necessity things as important business needs dictated and focuses. Cloud computing vendors or suppliers are already available in many cloud points for offering packages of required client products and client-supported services as a single entry point into the cloud area.

Cloud computing has becomes much more be evolved as collection of services[7] which begins to think that what today modern IT always require intern of different kinds of infrastructure, this means that clouds were increase capacity into their infrastructure dynamically, without investing or paying instant large amount of money in the purchase of new infrastructure Cloud computing can also be viewed as a resource available as a service for virtual server points. Inr Amazon’s S3 Storage Service, data storage service is designed and it is available for use across the Internet (i.e., the cloud) for cloud clients [4]. SaaS is another type of cloud computing service that delivers applications to cloud clients through a internet browser using a multiuser architecture. Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) is another variation of SaaS. Sometimes it is referred to simply as web services in the cloud, PaaS is very closely to SaaS but it delivers a platform for running of various applications. Grid computing is similar to cloud computing in some aspects but still it is most often confused with cloud computing. Grid computing is in the form of distributed computing that implements a well known virtual supercomputer made up of a cluster of networked computers acting. Many cloud computing emerging technology deployments today are mostly powered by grid computing designs and its implementations and these are billed like utilities for use of rent based services.

Authors of [1] refers about the types of things are expected in the future of cloud computing such as infrastructures, platforms, and software being offered as services. Clouds have some internal characteristics that describe their type, such as “internal” or “external/hosted”, and “private”, “public”, or “hybrid”. Because, cloud as either private cloud or public cloud or hybrid cloud. In private cloud, only the organization people can be accessed. Every people can be accessed and use their basic service if it is public cloud.

Cloud is both the hardware and software based structure.

The three classes of utility computing, which is what Cloud users purchase from providers, are defined by three different abstraction levels for resources provided to Cloud users. For low-level abstraction the user has more flexibility with what kinds of applications they want to program but limit the scalability of the application is very limited (it’s hard to change the limits on the application if the demand for it suddenly skysrock above the set limit). For high-level abstraction the user can make things that are much more scalable but not very flexible for general computing since the user cannot control the low-level hardware. Mid-level abstractions provide some aspects of the previous two classes. General-purpose computing and multiple programming languages are available (low-level) and the libraries help provide limited scalability (high-level). Each of these classes have different models for how they provide computations, storage, and networking to users. For now, none of the three classes have proven to be the most useful out of the three. Each of them is ideal for certain situations. Software licensing can becomes a problem because a cloud user may purchase a service and not able to use that service on other computers for self service to other users. Another critical thing is making services out of components or systems, which can be described by different valuable properties such as reusability, substitutability, extensibility, scalability, customizability, composability, reliability, availability, and security. Cloud developers, who are well configured and maintained the frame work of cloud technology, other service authors, who develop templates for required services, valuable service experts are most decidable man power during the stages of cloud implementation. The challenging research issues of cloud computing are getting feedback on cloud workflows, collecting data , storing data, and preventing provenance valuable information, optimum use of cloud service components, extendable service portability, and cloud computing security issues. Authors of [9] describes some specific privacy issues with respect to cloud computing. The main contribution requirements are defined such as minimize the user’s data stored on the cloud, protection on data stored on the cloud, limiting the purposes the data and the people may access the controlled data[8].

Authors [11] research work describes that it is very difficult to track down possible bugs in a program that can be used by malicious. In that instance, we observed that denial-of-service attack is initiated. Denial of service (DoS) attacks has always become a major threat to current cloud computer networks.

DoS attacks are to be appeared as illegal actions. Cloud companies have might use DoS attacks to knock off their competitors in the market for ultimate increase of business needs in cloud marketing. All known DoS attacks in the cloud network may conquer the target by exhausting its cloud resources, such as bandwidth, application/service buffer, CPU cycles, etc. Spoofing techniques [5] define how
the attacker chooses the spoofed source address in its attack packets. Spoofing attackers can choose one of the three approaches as depicted in Fig. 2.

Known individual attackers can also be exploring his vulnerability, break or crash into target servers for the purpose of brings down cloud services. Finding errors using software to send it random input data to check the resulting output does not always find all these errors, as demonstrated by an experiment in this article. A solution of this paper is to offers a new approach for exploring behavior of various security programs by MACE [2] (Model-inference-Assisted Concolic Exploration). Basically, MACE is inference based algorithm have inference idea of Mealy machine for generating a path to get to that state that is the shortest possible path. Few of limitations of MACE are discussed:

It cannot be guaranteed that MACE found ever possible vulnerability, and it was not able to go at kernel level.

With the internet, intrusion attacks are gained sophistication over the time. In beginning, attackers are needed to have a respective in-depth knowledge of computer network cloud system.

III. Architecture of DOSBAD

DOSBAD is frequently measures the available bandwidth along the various paths of the network between routers. A series of 1500 byte packets are passed along the desired path for creating a queue at the router. Two 64 byte packets are sent for down the path. The formula for available bandwidth is as follows:

Available bandwidth = C * (1 - (d0-t)/dl)

Where ‘C’ is the maximum bandwidth of the path, ‘d0’ is the time gap, ‘tp’ is the time to transmit the second packet, and ‘dl’ is the time gap between sending each of the 64 byte packets. The proposed architecture model shown as follows.

The packets usually send along the narrowest path in terms of bandwidth in the network, because that is the considered as most vulnerable area in the cloud network. We repeat the process of packet sending once for every second, a trend can be observed and it will be drawn. All incoming packets are going to be encrypted at particular instant, and then DOSBAD cannot check the packets for looking of validity from the content itself. DOSBAD must use packet signature for authentication purpose on the packets which are coming from the suspicious addresses. DOSBAD have store a list of signatures.

DOSBAD is to stores each instance of network traffic will be either to or from a host within the cloud network. At the time of detection of low available bandwidth by DOSBAD, usually DOSBAD can be check dynamic organized data table, checking of various instances of the same source address or destination address. For simple example, we assume there are various instances of the IP address 129.210.5.6 sending packets to the destination within the network of 124.216.78.3. We observed that an acknowledgement is sent out for the first instance of cloud network traffic, and that the other instances from this source IP address is not sent an acknowledgement. It means that 129.210.5.6 is the most likely suspect in launching of DOS attack.
DOSBAD informs that many packets are being sent to 124.216.78.3. But DOSBAD will also still informs that unreturned acknowledgements things, even in the case of all the source IP addresses are be different. This could indicate a distributed DOS attack against the cloud network. Because of that is not so simple to just dropping the packets from a specific source IP address, so that we see that the DOSBAD will have to check for a 1 on the acknowledgement sent bit with a 0 on the acknowledgement received bit. This will be ensures that DOSBAD is always dealing with one of the specified zombies which is discussed earlier section since they would not be return the acknowledgement.

Figure 3: Architecture of DOSBAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source (32 bits)</th>
<th>Destination (32 bits)</th>
<th>Acknowledgement Sent (0 for no, 1 for yes) (1 bit)</th>
<th>Acknowledgment Received (0 or 1) (1 bit)</th>
<th>Duration in milliseconds (up to 1 second) (10 bits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>129.210.5.6</td>
<td>124.216.78.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129.210.5.6</td>
<td>124.216.78.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131.245.1.7</td>
<td>124.216.78.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129.210.5.6</td>
<td>124.216.78.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>782</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. IMPLEMENTATION ON DOSBAD AND ITS RESULTS

DISCUSSION

In this proposed work, the implementation is attempted for the purpose of simulating DOSBAD. Simulations of DOSBAD software analyzing various packets, and which is converting them to understandable organized data tables. It then checks organized data tables with user generated attacks. The implementation details are represented in the following Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Implementation of DOSBAD
Fig. 4. shows the classes and methods used in DOSBAD implementation. We use Java object input and output streams for supporting the simulated actions of DOSBAD objects. We successfully initiate and open both streams, but we get a class loader exception when we tried to transmit packets across nodes.

To accomplish this we have used the following specifications:-

- Windows 7
- Java & Swings

During programming, we have implemented model architecture, namely, view controller (MVC-2) architecture and assume that view is accessible to number of users with playing the action of client side machine, we have a java class called ProtectedServerThread which is acting as a server, in the experiment we are use and accessing packets from the server.

Two type of experiments were implemented for each experiment we had been tried to follow the same architecture design, also we design a cloud attack and at the same time we tried to find response time of the system in the stage of attack. In the first experiment, DOSBAD does works as a Monitor, DOSBAD have java objects which can be seen as different virtual machines. The thread which is basically acting as protected server in DOSBAD, we would be referring this thread is called as “Thread Server”. In this experiment we also track the response time and transaction time. The architecture is a model view controller (MVC). MVC pattern is implemented in java with the object orientation. Hence, architecture point of view, the DOSBAD java based instances will be initiates as a powerful network service which are running on cloud infrastructures for business need inorder to avoid attacks.

In the experiment 2, DOSBAD is acted as a monitor and in this experiment we have projecting various multiple threads which are considered as basic events. In this second experiment we are trying to calculating the response time for multiple events happening at the time of conceptually gives the same environment when a server is under attack.

Firstly it verifies the available bandwidth. We also defined threshold bandwidth for our testing purpose. This value may be changed based conditions of environment in the cloud network.

The response time delay for each event is shown in the graph Fig. 5. The graph is clearly shows and drawn between number of events and time delay to get the response from the server with respect to each event.

Mathetical analysis for the experiment is as follows:

Assumption

Ab-Available bandwidth
Number of Threads are X;
Eu- End user
Tb = time before execution
Ta = time after execution,
Tt= transaction time
D= delay

When Ab < Tb then Eu is valid. If Ab > Tb then Eu is invalid.

Transaction time for each thread \( Tt = Ta - Tb \)

Total delay \( D = Tt \times \text{number of events} \)

Hence \( D = X(Ta - Tb) \) or \( D = X \times Tt \) (millisecond)

Assuming number of threads \( X \)

And time delay = \( t \)

Increase in thread= \( \Delta T \) and in change in time = \( \Delta t \) \[ \Delta \rightarrow \text{difference} \]

From the graph we can substitute the value of \( \Delta T = \) Thread1 to Thread200 = number of thread is 200

Hence \( \Delta T = 200 \)

The response time for 200 threads is 1ms to 186ms

\[ \frac{\Delta T}{\Delta t} = \frac{186 - 1}{185} = 1.08 \]

Hence to derive the equation we can write

\[ \frac{dT}{dt} = \frac{200}{185} = 1.08 \]

Therefore there will be always time delay will be occurred in the case of the attack.

Fig. 6. shows the transaction time by the server under the attack. This graph is drawn for considering the server is under attacking situation, the java program dynamically creates 100 requests and for each request goes to the server for collecting the file and it return to the cloud end user. For each request the transaction time grows high. For Req -1 and 2 transactions time is 1ms and for Req 3- Req 4 and the
transaction time grows higher when we increase the request number.

Figure 6

Therefore, we proven in the experiment 2 is that increasing number of request will always have growth and consequently there will be always possible for a time delay under the attacking cases.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed protocol namely, DOSBAD is used to avoid Denial of Service (DOS) attacks in cloud servers and provide quality of security mechanisms. There is scope for integrating DOSBAD into a cloud server and this integrated mechanism can be used to monitor that what ratio of available bandwidth is being used.

This protocol can be extended by improving for its implementation in its actual cloud servers. Different DOS or DDOS attacks can also simulated to make sure that it can be handle multiple attacks scenarios in cloud networks.
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